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Though the literary frequently attempts to represent music, and may itself be the progeny of song, some 
works self-consciously question whether or not literature is ever actually able to mimetically preform music. 
Perhaps all songs depicted in literature, unheard in their literary representations, are “undersongs” - vibrations that 
the imagination strains after, but always fails to hear. In James Joyce’s The Dead, this formal crisis opened up by 
literature’s aural ekphrasis is elaborately explored.   

Music permeates the pages of Joyce’s novella. A piano plays unseen in an upstairs drawing room. The 
guests of the party dance waltzes. Mary Jane gives a much-anticipated recital on the piano, and the nearly senile 
Aunt Julia sings a rendition of the light opera classic, "Arrayed for the Bridal.” which seems to have the power to 
bring her momentarily back to life. But, it is the song that is most "beyond recall," the Irish ballad “The Lass of 
Aughrim,” half-sung by the failing voice of Bartel D’Arcy, that is saved for last. By relying on music's unique 
ability to prompt the central epiphany of the story, Greta’s remembrance of her dead lover upon hearing the ballad, 
Joyce invokes a level of meaning that falls outside of the signification of the literary itself.  

Many musicological critics have pointed out that the plot of The Dead follows an operatic structure, 
arguing that Joyce is attempting to construct a “Gesamtkunstwerk” - an attempt to collapse all art forms into one. 
But just as this unimpeded access to inner life seems offered to us a possibility, it is simultaneously shown to be 
impossible. As The Dead struggles to play its silent songs, it becomes a work about writing’s failure to capture the 
vague and impalpable world of music's expressive range. Joyce is able to further complicate this relationship with 
The Dead’s lyrical and uncertain ending, approaching the representation of what perhaps only writing can hope to 
represent: the sound of sounds unheard… silence.  

 


